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Abstract
North–South foreign direct investment (FDI) is
frequently viewed as a process in which jobs relocate
from the North to the South. I build a growth model with
two asymmetric trading economies, the North where
firms innovate and the South where Northern firms
invest to take advantage of lower wages. Contrary to
expectation, I find that lower FDI costs increase unem-
ployment both in the North and in the South. There are
two effects of FDI on unemployment, a direct positive
one which contributes to the turnover of firms paral-
lel to innovation. The indirect effect appears through
innovation and growth: more FDI means higher inno-
vation, this intensifies firm turnover and increases the
unemployment rates in both countries even further. I
solve the model analytically without trade costs and
imitation of products in the South. For the version with
trade costs and imitation I offer a numerical solution
in which I also look at the effect of FDI on welfare and
find a positive relation. In addition to FDI, I explore
how intellectual property (IP) rights protection affects
unemployment and welfare. Both are higher in a steady
state with stricter IP protection.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The public debate has many examples pointing at outward foreign direct investment (FDI) and
more specifically offshoring as a culprit for domestic job losses in developed countries. At the same
time developing countries have been focusing on providing good investment conditions to attract
multinationals in order to create jobs.1 Actually attracting inward FDI is a popular argument for
fighting unemployment also in developed countries.

While it can be true that outward FDI leads to job losses and inward FDI to job gains, it is a
short-run story, which does not have to hold if we take a long-run dynamic perspective. I argue
in this paper that when one looks at FDI as part of a creative destruction process, and at the
movement of production from the North to the South as part of the product life cycle described
in Vernon (1966), then both outgoing and incoming FDI contribute to higher levels of unem-
ployment. New goods are introduced in the North and later moved for production to the cheaper
South, where after some time they become obsolete and are replaced by newer varieties in the
North. A more accessible and cheaper FDI process makes also innovation more profitable and
quickens creative destruction. Aghion and Howitt (1994) provides the first model that formalizes
the creative destruction effect on unemployment.2

The main focus of the current paper is to study theoretically the connection between FDI
and unemployment in a growth context. I build a model in which I show that FDI increases
unemployment, but also welfare, both in the North and in the South. Northerners fearing job
losses have a point, but nevertheless the dynamic effect of FDI increases their welfare, because
it makes available goods of higher quality. Southerners on the other hand face higher unemploy-
ment with more FDI, which is a surprising result given that incoming FDI is expected to decrease
and not to increase unemployment. The overall effect of FDI on welfare is however positive due
to technological spillovers and economic growth.3

The model in this paper features quality-ladders endogenous growth with two asymmetric
countries (regions), the North which innovates and the South where wages are lower so that
Northern firms have an incentive to move production there to save on costs. Workers have to
search before finding a job, I work with the simplification that the probability to find a job is
exogenous and country-specific. With this model I am able to study the connection between FDI
and unemployment both in the North and in the South.4

I first solve analytically a simplified version of the model without trade costs and in which
the South does not imitate the state-of-the-art products of the North. I then add trade costs and
exogenous costless imitation and solve the model numerically. FDI has a direct and positive effect
on unemployment in both countries. In the North plants are closed to move production to the
South, in the South higher FDI creates a larger base of firms whose products can be imitated. Imi-
tation means that subsidiaries of Northern firms in the South close and production is taken over
by the competitive fringe there. The direct effect of FDI on Southern unemployment works in
combination with imitation. The indirect effect works through innovation, FDI increases inno-
vation and through that the steady state turnover of firms. The higher firm turnover rate raises
unemployment in both countries even further.5

Several papers which deal with FDI and employment or respectively unemployment should be
mentioned. Blomström et al. (1997) compare the employment effects of FDI practices of Swedish
and U.S. multinationals, the authors also provide a concise overview of the related literature.
Temouri and Driffield (2009) study German multinationals and find no negative relation between
investment abroad and home employment. Schmerer (2014) presents a Ricardian model of trade
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with search and matching frictions in the labor market, which generate unemployment. Starting
from disequilibrium amounts of capital in the two countries and allowing for adjustment leads
to outflow of capital from the one country to the other. The country from where capital flows out
loses product varieties and faces lower labor demand, which respectively leads to lower wages
and higher unemployment there. Schmerer shows empirically with OECD data that if a coun-
try is a net recipient of FDI, then it tends to have lower unemployment levels. Schmerer’s model
is however a static one and does not account for FDI’s connection to innovation and growth.
Chang (2005) studies the relation between FDI, economic growth, trade and unemployment in a
VAR model using data from Taiwan. No relation is found between incoming FDI and unemploy-
ment. Bachmann et al. (2014) use German administrative micro data and find that both inward
and outward FDI decreases employment security.

A related literature is the one dealing with offshoring and employment. Strictly speaking one
should compare this paper with the part of the offshoring literature, where a firm moves tasks
or parts of its business to a subsidiary abroad.6 FDI is about subsidiaries where the parent has
controlling rights and is distinguished from portfolio investment, which in the data is usually
taken to be ownership of less than 10%. Nevertheless one can draw parallels between the FDI story
here and the offshoring literature, regardless of whether the latter looks at production abroad
within or outside of the boundary of the firm.

Parallels between the current model and the offshoring literature can be drawn also if one
were to look at vertical value chains, one can extend the model I develop here to a setting with
intermediate products or tasks that are bundled together by final good producers as in a value
chain. What is important is that we look at the movement of production capabilities to the South
motivated by cost savings. Static models assume that the South has the advantage to produce some
goods or provide some tasks more cheaply, while the dynamic story in a quality-ladders growth
model focuses on frontier technology switching back and forth from the North to the South.

A number of papers study offshoring and employment (or unemployment) both empirically
(see Bachmann & Braun, 2011; Becker & Muendler, 2008; Geishecker, 2008; Harrison & McMil-
lan, 2011; Hummels et al., 2014; Moser et al., 2015; Munch, 2010) and theoretically (see Davidson
et al., 2008; Mitra & Ranjan, 2010; Ranjan, 2013; Unel, 2018) and propose a mixed connection
between the two depending on the underlying setup. Kovak et al. (2017) show a small positive
effect of offshoring on firm-level but also industry and regional employment, Slaughter (2000)
finds no effect. Desai et al. (2009) show that U.S. multinationals investing abroad tend to invest
more at home and that this result applies to firm employment as well.

In addition to FDI, the model in this paper is suitable to study IP rights protection, which is
described as a lower imitation rate in the South.7 I report how it affects welfare and unemploy-
ment in both countries, but also how it interacts with FDI.

The model in the current paper is related to the one in Stepanok (2018), which also features a
North–South growth model but with unemployment only in the North. Stepanok (2018) looks at
the effect of trade liberalization on unemployment, while the effect of intellectual property rights
is also studied. There is no FDI in the model and it also looks at unemployment only in the North.
The latter simplifies the setup greatly and allows for the standard search and matching approach
of Diamond, Mortensen and Pissarides to be used. If one wants to apply search and matching
frictions also in the Southern labor market however, the setup can quickly become less tractable.

Open economy growth and unemployment models where steps have been made to simplify
the unemployment mechanics can be found in Sener (2001) and Arnold (2002). The first one
looks at trade and unemployment in symmetric countries and employs an exogenous duration
of filling a vacant position.8 Sener in addition assumes that R&D is done with skilled workers
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who are instantly matched and are never unemployed. It is only the unskilled who are active in
production and who can become unemployed. Arnold (2002) looks at asymmetric countries with
unemployment only in the North where firms do not wait to hire and people have an exogenous
probability to find a job. This does not imply an exogenous unemployment rate, only an exogenous
expected duration for a person to find a job.

In the next section I develop the model without trade costs and imitation and offer an analyt-
ical solution. In Section 3, I add iceberg trade costs and an exogenous imitation rate for Northern
products manufactured in the South. I solve that version of the model numerically.

2 THE MODEL: NO IMITATION AND FREE TRADE

The model is an extension of Helpman (1993), with several notable differences: it is a vertical
growth model without a scale effect of country size on economic growth and features unem-
ployment in both the North and the South. The unemployment rates are endogenous, but the
probability for an individual to find a job is exogenously given. This simplification is a deviation
from the standard search and matching approach but is useful to keep the model tractable.9 FDI
is costly as in Dinopoulos and Segerstrom (2010) with Northern firms interested in moving pro-
duction to the South. Moving production is not immediate and comes at the end of a successful
adaptation process. In this section, I solve the model analytically for the case in which there is no
imitation in the South and trade is free.

2.1 Consumers and producers

Populations in the North and South, denoted by LNt and LSt, both grow at the exogenous rate n.
The intertemporal utility of a representative household from a point in time t = 0 to infinity is
defined as U

𝜃t ≡ ∫
∞

0 e−(𝜌−n)t log(y
𝜃t)dt, where y

𝜃t is individual consumption at t with 𝜃 ∈ {N, S}
denoting the North or the South and 𝜌 is the time discount factor, identical for all individuals in
both countries. I assume the following restriction 𝜌 > n in order to make sure that U

𝜃t is bounded.
The static utility of a consumer at time t is defined over an infinity of product varieties of mass
one, where each variety 𝜔 has its own quality ladder:

log(y
𝜃t) ≡

∫

1

0
log

(∑
j
𝜆

jd
𝜃
(j, 𝜔, t)

)
d𝜔. (1)

The parameter j is a positive integer and shows the level of a product’s quality, 𝜆 > 1 is the step size
of innovation and measures the perceived quality difference between an old and a new version of
the same product and d

𝜃
(j, 𝜔, t) is the amount of quality j of product 𝜔 consumed at time t.

Households redistribute resources equally to household members, which means that each
person enjoys the same level of consumption expenditure regardless of whether she or he is
unemployed (see Merz, 1995; Sener, 2001).

Optimization is standard, within a variety 𝜔 it results in people consuming only the qual-
ity that gives them the lowest quality-adjusted price p(j, 𝜔, t)∕𝜆j, which in equilibrium will also
be the highest available quality. People’s choice between varieties results in demand which
equals d

𝜃
(𝜔, t) = E

𝜃t∕p(𝜔, t)with E
𝜃t denoting per capita consumption expenditure. I drop j from
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the notation, since the discussion will be always for that quality level, which gives the lowest
quality-adjusted price. The last step of consumer optimization deals with allocating expendi-
ture over time, and leads to the usual Euler equation

.

E
𝜃t∕E

𝜃t = r
𝜃t − 𝜌, with r

𝜃t being the real
interest rate. In order to have a balanced growth equilibrium I solve for a steady state in which
rNt = rSt = 𝜌, meaning that consumption expenditure in the North and in the South is constant
in steady state.

The production function is linear and one unit of labor is required to produce one unit of any
good and any quality both in the North and in the South. Quality leaders in the North set prices to
keep competitors out of business, which means that they can charge only 𝜆 times what the most
viable competitor can offer for the one-quality-step lower version of the same product. Once a
product quality is discovered, I assume that the lower quality level of the same product becomes
common knowledge and can be produced both in the North and in the South by any firm.

In this version of the model I assume that there are no trade costs between the North and
the South and normalize the wage in the South to be equal to one. A competitive fringe firm
from the North would price at marginal cost, which would be the Northern wage wN . A Southern
competitive fringe firm would also price at marginal cost, which is the wage in the South. The
wage in the South is lower wS = 1 < wN ,which means that the Southern competitive fringe firms
will be the viable threat point for Northern quality leaders. The price of a Northern producer is
therefore pN = 𝜆 in the North and in the South, Southern affiliates of Northern firms also price
at pA = 𝜆 in both countries. Southern competitive fringe firms act only as a threat and do not
produce in equilibrium. In a model without imitation only product leaders and their affiliates
produce and sell with a markup. This means that the price index in the North and in the South
equals 𝜆, the step size of innovation.

2.2 Innovation and FDI

Northern firms, both existing quality leaders but also follower firms, invest in improving existing
products, the investment consists of a basket of all goods available on the market. Producing firms
in the model do not have an incentive to improve on their own varieties because they would be
replacing themselves, they would rather improve on other incumbent’s products. When an inno-
vating firm is successful and discovers a better quality of a given product, it takes over the market
and becomes a monopolist both in the North and in the South. Let Ii(𝜔, t) be the instantaneous
arrival rate of knowing how to produce the higher quality of product𝜔,where the subscript i here
denotes the innovating firm. The arrival rate depends on the inputs to R&D in the following way:

Ii(𝜔, t) = aI
∫

1
0 𝜆

j(𝜔∗)li(𝜔∗, 𝜔, t)d𝜔∗

X(𝜔, t)∫ 1
0 𝜆

j(𝜔)d𝜔
.

The parameter aI is exogenous and li(𝜔∗, 𝜔, t) is the amount of good𝜔∗ used for the improvement
of good 𝜔. I assume that the R&D function is Leontief and it requires identical amounts of every
input variety 𝜔∗ in order to affect the chance for innovation.10 X(𝜔, t) is R&D difficulty and with
time it grows, to show that it becomes incrementally more difficult to do R&D for every product
variety𝜔. This growth in R&D difficulty is instrumental in removing the scale effect of population
size on economic growth, which was characteristic for earlier endogenous growth models. To
retain the same success rate of discovery Ii(𝜔, t) the amount of goods dedicated by each firm to
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innovation has to increase at the same rate as R&D difficulty X(𝜔, t), the evolution of which I will
describe further below. The expression in the denominator ∫ 1

0 𝜆
j(𝜔)d𝜔 has the same meaning as

R&D difficulty, but cancels out with the one in the numerator. The R&D function simplifies to
Ii(𝜔, t) = aIli(𝜔, t)∕X(𝜔, t), with li(𝜔, t) ≡ ∫

1
0 li(𝜔∗, 𝜔, t)d𝜔∗ denoting how much of each variety is

used in the innovation process for 𝜔 at time t. The R&D efforts of all individual firms improving
on the quality of product 𝜔 aggregates to

I = aI
lI(𝜔, t)
X(𝜔, t)

,

with the instantaneous innovation rate for a single product I =
∑

i Ii being the sum of the arrival
rates for all individual firms, and the aggregate investment for product 𝜔 being also the sum of
investments of all individual firms lI(𝜔, t) =

∑
i li(𝜔, t). As is standard in this literature, the num-

ber of firms i trying to improve on a single good 𝜔 remains undetermined. It is necessary for a
balanced growth equilibrium to assume that the innovation rate I(𝜔, t) is identical across prod-
ucts 𝜔 but also independently distributed across time, firms and products, which is why I drop 𝜔
from the innovation rate I and R&D difficulty Xt.

Northern firms can choose to move their production to the South due to lower wages there.
Moving production to the South happens after a successful adaptation process, success occurs at
the instantaneous arrival rate IA(𝜔, t) and requires an investment again in a basket of all available
goods:

IA(𝜔, t) = aA
∫

1
0 𝜆

j(𝜔∗)lA(𝜔∗, 𝜔, t)d𝜔∗

X(𝜔, t)∫ 1
0 𝜆

j(𝜔)d𝜔
.

The parameter aA is exogenous, lA(𝜔∗, 𝜔, t) is the amount of good 𝜔∗ invested in the adaptation
of good 𝜔 for production in the South. Note that this is the effort of an individual firm and there
is no aggregation of the efforts of multiple firms as was the case for innovation. I again work with
a Leontief function where the same amount of every input good 𝜔∗ has to be used in order to
increase the chances of success, the above expression then simplifies to

IA = aA
lA(𝜔, t)
X(𝜔, t)

, (2)

with lA(𝜔, t) = ∫
1

0 lA(𝜔∗, 𝜔, t)d𝜔∗. The adaptive R&D is done in the South, this choice matters to
the extent to which the price indexes in the North and in the South can differ once I introduce
trade costs. Of course a solution where adaptation is done in the North is easily implementable as
well. Once a product is successfully adapted, it starts to be produced in the South, Dinopoulos and
Segerstrom (2010) call the adaptation rate IA an “FDI intensity” rate. This is also how I describe
FDI in the analysis that follows, a higher adaptation rate corresponds to more FDI.

The lab equipment approach to innovation and adaptation, namely the fact that only final
goods are the input to R&D, is a simplification to keep the model more tractable.11 This approach
to R&D does not lead to qualitatively different results if compared to a model where labor is the
sole input. In a model with labor as the only input to the R&D process, the steady state level of
unemployment would be expected to be higher, for given identical parameter values. This would
hold especially, if innovating firms lay off their R&D workers and hire new ones for the production
process, given the two activities require a different set of skills. Firm turnover would lead to the
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laying off and hiring of a larger number of people and ultimately to a higher unemployment
rate in steady state. While the size of the changes in unemployment would differ between a lab
equipment and a labor R&D model, the direction of change following changes in innovation,
adaptation or imitation would remain the same.

2.3 Firm profits and value functions

Firms which produce the state-of-the-art quality of a product sell with a markup and make profits.
The profit of a Northern firm producing in the North amounts to

𝜋Nt = (𝜆 − wN)
(

dNNtLNt +
Ixt

aI
LNt + dNStLSt + nN

IAxt

aA
LNt

)
,

which is the markup times demand in the North and in the South. Demand comprises of two parts,
goods that are used for consumption, dNNtLNt in the North and dNStLSt in the South, and goods
that are used for R&D, innovation in the North Ixt

aI
LNt and adaptation in the South nN

IAxt
aA

LNt. The
new parameter xt ≡ Xt∕LNt denotes relative R&D difficulty and is a combination of R&D difficulty
Xt and population size in the North LNt. Larger economies have the capacity to spread R&D costs
over a bigger market, this relative measure is useful to look at how innovative an economy is in
steady state. What is important to note is that Ixt

aI
LNt is demand for the product by firms innovating

on all varieties𝜔. The mass of all varieties is one and there is innovation happening for all product
varieties at any period in time. It is different for the process of adaptation, where only Northern
quality leaders make an attempt to move the product to the South, hence the term nN in the
expression for demand for a given good to cover the needs of all adaptation processes running at
a given time.

The profit of a Northern affiliate producing in the South features a higher markup, since the
wage in the South is lower than the one in the North.

𝜋At = (𝜆 − 1)
(

dANtLNt +
Ixt

aI
LNt + dAStLSt + nN

IAxt

aA
LNt

)
,

where dANt is per capita demand for consumption on the Northern market and dASt on the
Southern market. Given that prices of Northern firms and affiliates are identical, dANt = dNNt
and dASt = dNSt should hold, with this in mind I can conclude that affiliates have higher profits
𝜋At > 𝜋Nt.

With profits already described, I can go ahead and write out the value functions of produc-
ing firms. Northern consumers save in a market aggregate asset that contains all innovating and
producing Northern firms and yields as a return the risk-free real interest rate r. Investing in a fol-
lower firm doing R&D should in expectation yield r, the value of such a follower should therefore
satisfy the following equation

rvF(j) = argmax
li

− li(𝜔, t)𝜆 + Ii (vN(j + 1) − vF(j)) +
.

vF(j). (3)

Firm i invests in R&D li(𝜔, t) units of a basket of all goods available on the market, which has the
per unit price in the North 𝜆, the follower has success with probability Ii and becomes a leader
with value vN(j + 1). A firm’s value is a function of the quality level j it improves on or produces.
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Since in the above expression we have a jump from a lower quality level j to the next one j + 1,
I write out the quality levels. In the following expressions for the value functions I abstain from
doing that.

The return from investing in a Northern leader equals the stream of profits minus the prob-
ability I that a better quality of the same product is discovered, and plus the probability that the
Northern leader moves production to the South IA, in which case the firm’s value increases to vA.
The Northern leader invests in adapting its product to Southern production and optimizes over
the intensity of this process. Adaptation is done in the South, the cost of the basket of goods used
is the Southern price index, which also equals 𝜆.

rvN = argmax
lA

− lA(𝜔, t)𝜆 + 𝜋Nt − IvN + IA (vA − vN) +
.

vN . (4)

One should take into consideration the fact that the value of a Northern leader grows at the pop-
ulation growth rate

.

vN∕vN = n. This is the case because firm profits grow at the rate of population
growth n. Optimization leads to the intuitive result that the expected gain in value from moving
production to the South equals the cost of adaptation:

vA − vN = 𝜆
Xt

aA
. (5)

Substituting for (5) into (4) gives an expression for vN :

vN =
𝜋Nt

r + I − n
. (6)

Free market entry means that any firm can become a follower and do R&D, which in turn means
that the value of a follower is zero vF = 0. I can use this in (3) and after combining with (6), I
obtain

𝜋Nt

r + I − n
= 𝜆Xt

aI
, (7)

which is the Northern R&D condition. The main message it carries is that high innovation costs
described on the right-hand side can be supported only with high expected profits.

The value of an affiliate is based on its profits and the probability that innovation takes place,
in which case the affiliate goes out of business and loses its value:

rvA = 𝜋At − IvA +
.

vA,

which after solving gives vA = 𝜋At∕(r + I − n). This in combination with (6) substituted into (5)
yields the Southern adaptation condition:

𝜋At

r + I − n
− 𝜋Nt

r + I − n
= 𝜆 Xt

aA
. (8)

The meaning of the expression is again to equate the expected gains (left-hand side) to the costs
(right-hand side) of adaptation. The Northern R&D condition and the Southern adaptation con-
dition are two of the main equations in the model that will help me define the steady state
equilibrium.
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As already mentioned, the total mass of product varieties in the world equals unity, this implies
that nN + nA = 1, where nN is the mass of varieties produced by Northern quality leaders and nA
the mass of varieties produced by affiliates in the South. Any product that is adapted moves to the
South and any product that is innovated on either changes hands between firms in the North or
moves from the South to the North. The flow of firms from the North to the South should equal the
reverse flow in steady state IAnN = InA.Combining this with the equation stating that the mass of
all varieties equals one, allows me to find the values nN = I∕ (IA + I) and nA = IA∕ (I + IA). Clearly
more innovation means that more products are produced in the North and a higher adaptation
rate means that more varieties are produced by affiliates in the South.

2.4 The labor market

In this section, I describe the functioning of the labor markets and the inflow and outflow from
the groups of the unemployed in the North and in the South. Northern workers find a job with
an instantaneous probability 𝛽N . The parameter is exogenous and along with a similar exogenous
probability for workers to find a job in the South 𝛽S,makes sure that the model remains tractable.
Let’s for brevity write demand for labor of a single Northern firm to be equal to DN ≡ dNNtLNt +
Ixt
aI

LNt + dNStLSt + nN
IAxt
aA

LNt, this contains the amounts the firm sells both in the North and in the
South. In this version of the model with free trade 𝜏 = 1, the demand for labor DN is also demand
for the good in both markets. The group of unemployed people in the North changes according
to the following equation:

.

UN = nLNt + (I + IA)nN DN − 𝛽N UN . (9)

The left-hand side of the equation shows the change in the absolute number of unemployed peo-
ple in the North, this change equals the difference between all people who become unemployed
and those who find a job. All new-born members of households are in the beginning unemployed,
this increases the size of the group of the unemployed. All Northern firms whose products face
innovation go out of business and their workers lose their jobs, adaptation also translates into job
loss in the North. The group of the unemployed in the North is reduced by the people who find a
job, their number is 𝛽N UN .

All employed workers on the other hand are busy with production:

(1 − uN)LNt = nN DN , (10)

where uN ≡ UN∕LN . I combine the Northern unemployment Equation (9) with the labor
Equation (10) and also use the fact that the group of the unemployed grows at the rate of
population growth

.

UN∕UN = n. I then obtain the rate of unemployment in the North

uN =
n + I + IA

n + I + IA + 𝛽N
. (11)

The above expression shows that unemployment in the North increases in the population growth
rate n, in the innovation rate I and in the adaptation rate IA,while it decreases in the rate at which
Northern workers find a job 𝛽N .
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Let’s again for brevity shorten the expression for demand for labor of a Southern affiliate of a
Northern firm DA ≡ dANtLNt +

Ixt
aI

LNt + dAStLSt + nN
IAxt
aA

LNt. With this in mind I can write out the
dynamics of the group of unemployed individuals in the South:

.

US = nLSt + InADA − 𝛽SUS.

Same as in the North, all new-born household members in the South are unemployed. Innovation
moves products to the North, which means that affiliates in the South cease production and lay
off their workers, the number of the unemployed is reduced by the number of people who find
jobs in the South 𝛽SUS.

The labor equation of the South shows that all employed workers are active in production and
work for the affiliates of Northern firms:

(1 − uS)LSt = nADA. (12)

Combining the above two equations gives the Southern unemployment rate:

uS =
n + I

n + I + 𝛽S
. (13)

The unemployment rate in the South is positive in the population growth rate n and in the inno-
vation rate I and negative in the rate at which workers find a job 𝛽S. The adaptation rate IA acts
indirectly through the innovation rate I. In what follows I will show how IA and I are related in
steady state and will be able to say more on the effect of FDI liberalization on unemployment in
the South.

2.5 The steady state

I describe the solution of a fully-endogenous growth model where policy variables have a perma-
nent effect on economic growth, the constantly increasing R&D difficulty is defined to be function
of the growing population Xt = mLNt, where m > 0 is an exogenous parameter. One could of
course define the evolution of R&D difficulty to be a function of world population or Southern
population, but this would not make a qualitative difference to the results, since the population
values are proportionate.

The specification in which R&D difficulty increases with population size was introduced in
Dinopoulos and Thompson (1996) and has been used extensively afterwards, see Dinopoulos and
Segerstrom (1999) and Sener (2001). It can be interpreted as an increasing cost to successfully
building a product if it needs to appeal to a larger group of people. It serves the purpose of remov-
ing the scale effect of population on the endogenous rate of economic growth and allows me to
work with a model where population grows. This choice of the evolution of R&D difficulty leads
to an innovation and consequently also an economic growth rate, which depend on the iceberg
trade cost, the rate of imitation and the cost to FDI.12

From the evolution of Xt that I have chosen to use one can immediately pin down relative R&D
difficulty x ≡ Xt∕LNt = m. To have a balanced growth equilibrium x must be constant, which in
turn means that R&D difficulty Xt and population LNt should grow at the same rate.
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To complete the model I need to write out the expression for the Northern per capita consump-
tion expenditure and to find that I start with the budget constraint of the entire population in the
North:

.

ANt = (1 − uN)LNtwNt + rANt − ENtLNt. Changes in the asset position of all Northerners
depend positively on their total wages and interest earnings on those investments. Naturally con-
sumption expenditure, which is identical to every Northerner regardless of employment status,
reduces assets. The asset positions of people living in the North ANt = ∫nN+nA

vN d𝜔 are the sum of
the values of all Northern firms, but also a share of the values of their affiliates in the South. In
steady state we should have

.

ANt = nANt, since firm values grow at the rate n. From this follows
that ENtLNt = (1 − uN)LNtwNt + (r − n) ∫nN+nA

vN d𝜔, or in per capita terms ENt = (1 − uN)wNt +
(r − n) 1

LNt
∫nN+nA

vN d𝜔. Substituting for vN using (6) and (7) results in the following expression for
Northern per capita consumption expenditure

EN = (1 − uN)wN + (r − n)𝜆 x
aI
. (14)

The unknown variables are EN , ES, I, IA, uN , uS, and wN , and one can use the following
equations to solve for their steady state13 values: (7), (8), (10)–(14). I will focus on showing the
effect of FDI liberalization on unemployment in the North and in the South, where FDI liberaliza-
tion corresponds to an increase in the adaptation parameter aA. From the adaptation technology
(2) one can see that with a higher aA a firm needs to invest less in adaptation in order to achieve
the same rate of success IA. A higher aA, which is an exogenous parameter, will lead to a higher
FDI rate IA.

From dANt = dNNt and dASt = dNSt follows that DN = DA. I can then combine (10) and (12) and
obtain (1 − uN)LNt = nN (1 − uS)LSt∕nA. I substitute for nN and nA and for the unemployment
rates using (11) and (13) and arrive at

n + I + 𝛽S

n + I + IA + 𝛽N

IA

I
= 𝛽S

𝛽N

LSt

LNt
. (15)

The right-hand side is a constant, so any changes in IA and I on the left-hand side must offset each
other. The left-hand side increases in IA and decreases in I, from this follows that both endogenous
variables have to move in the same direction.

I then use (8) and substitute for profits (𝜆 − 1)DN − (𝜆 − wN)DA = (r + I − n)LN𝜆x∕aA. From
DN = DA follows that

(wN − 1)DN = (r + I − n) LN𝜆
x

aA
. (16)

I combine this expression with (7) and solve for the wage

wN =
𝜆aI + aA

aI + aA
. (17)

I use the expression for the profits of a Northern producer from (7) and substitute in (8). I then
substitute for nADA from (12) and for Southern unemployment uS from (13), finally I substitute
for IA from (15) and rewrite to obtain:
(

1 − 1∕𝜆
r + I − n

)
𝛽S

(
𝛽N

𝛽S

LNt

LSt

1
n + I + 𝛽N

(
1 − I

n + I + 𝛽S

𝛽S

𝛽N

LSt

LNt

)
+ 1

n + I + 𝛽S

)
= LN

LS

(
x

aA
+ x

aI

)
.
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Increasing aA decreases the right-hand side of the above expression, increasing the innovation
rate I leads to a higher left-hand side. This implies that a higher aA leads to an increase in I, I can
summarize the results in the following

Proposition 1 FDI liberalization (aA ↑) leads to a higher intensity of FDI (IA ↑), a higher inno-
vation rate (I ↑) and through that higher unemployment rates both in the North (uN ↑) and
in the South (uS ↑).

Why cheaper FDI leads to higher FDI intensity is relatively straightforward. Production moves
to the South more quickly as Northern firms learn how to produce there on average sooner. This
decreases the Northern wage as can be seen in Equation (17), a higher aA is accompanied by a
lower wN . Lower wages in the North in turn increase the markups and profits of Northern firms,
which increases the incentives for innovating firms to become quality leaders, hence the higher
innovation rate I.

The higher adaptation rate IA means that patent-holding firms producing in the North move
their production activity to the South sooner, thus keeping their Northern workforce for a shorter
period of time. What is more, the higher innovation rate I means that patent-holding North-
ern producers get replaced more often. The higher innovation and adaptation rates increase the
turnover of firms in the North, which means that in equilibrium there is a higher share of unem-
ployed individuals as can be seen in Equation (11). The same effect of the innovation rate is also
valid for Southern unemployment. An FDI firm manufacturing in the South goes out of business
and lays off its workers if a higher quality version of the same variety is discovered in the North.
So, more innovation leads to higher unemployment also in the South. The adaptation rate does
not lead to job destruction in the South and does not directly enter the expression for Southern
unemployment in (13).

Aghion and Howitt (1994) discuss the creative destruction effect on unemployment. Its impor-
tance depends on the degree to which the implementation of new technologies leads to job losses,
in other words whether new jobs are embodied in new technologies. Pissarides and Vallanti (2007)
for instance argue that the creative destruction effect does not play a significant role in explain-
ing steady-state unemployment. Moreno-Galbis (2012), on the other hand, finds that the creative
destruction effect does play a role, growth leads to higher unemployment for unskilled workers
without training.

It is possible to derive here the welfare equations for consumers in the North and in the South.
Because the effect of FDI on welfare is not unambiguous however, I choose to show and evaluate
those equations in the next section with positive trade costs an imitation. I solve numerically for
the overall effects of both FDI and IP rights protection.

3 THE MODEL: IMITATION AND COSTLY TRADE

In this section, I add two more features to the model, costly trade and a positive imitation rate, and
check whether and how the results change. The standard North–South growth literature features
imitation in the South (Dinopoulos & Segerstrom, 2010; Helpman, 1993), at the same time trade
costs affect both the innovation and adaptation rates and make the model more complete. The
disadvantage of the added complexity is that I have to solve numerically.

Once a product starts to be manufactured in the South it is open to imitation. The imita-
tion rate in the South IM is exogenous and represents an uncertain and costless process which
moves production from the hands of the affiliates of Northern firms producing in the South to the
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competitive fringe also in the South. Similar to the innovation and adaptation rates, IM represents
the instantaneous probability that imitation takes place at a given point in time. Trade costs come
in the form of the usual iceberg cost assumption that 𝜏 > 1 units have to be shipped from the one
country to the other in order for one unit to be sold on the foreign market.

The consumption optimization remains the same, the producer pricing strategy changes how-
ever. For the Southern competitive fringe to still be the viable threat to Northern firms on the
Northern market, I have to assume that 𝜏wS < wN . The marginal cost of a Southern competitive
fringe firm on the Northern market, which takes into consideration now the trade cost, has to be
lower than the marginal cost of a Northern firm, namely the Northern wage. With this in mind,
the price of a Northern producer will be pNN = 𝜆𝜏wS in the North and pNS = 𝜆wS in the South,
Southern affiliates of Northern firms would also price at pAN = 𝜆𝜏wS in the North and pAS = 𝜆wS
in the South. As a result of the new prices, profits of a Northern quality leader change to

𝜋Nt = (pNN − wN)
(

dNNtLNt +
Ixt

aI
LNt

)
+ (pNS − 𝜏wN)

(
dNStLSt + nN

IAxt

aA
LNt

)
.

If the firm operates through a subsidiary in the South the profit would be

𝜋At = (pAN − 𝜏wS)
(

dANtLNt +
Ixt

aI
LNt

)
+ (pAS − wS)

(
dAStLSt + nN

IAxt

aA
LNt

)
.

With pNN = pAN and pNS = pAS, it is clear that affiliates still have higher profits. For the markups
of Northern firms to be positive 𝜆wS > 𝜏wN should hold. Combining this inequality with the one
ensuring that Southern imitators can be competitive on the Northern market gives the range for
the Northern wage 𝜆

𝜏

wS > wN > 𝜏wS, which I assume holds.
Given this new setup, there are some changes with the firm value functions. The value func-

tions of followers and leaders in the North remain largely the same, what changes is the price
of the basket of goods used for innovation and adaptation. The price for innovation is the price
index in the North and for adaptation, the price index in the South since this is where adapta-
tion takes place. In the absence of competitive fringe firms, which would price at marginal cost,
and also without trade costs both price indexes were equal to 𝜆. The picture is a bit more elabo-
rate now, in addition to the mass of Northern leaders nN and the mass of their Southern affiliates
nA, there are the Southern competitive fringe firms nCF . The price index in the North is PN ≡

nN pNN + nApAN + nCFpSN , where pSN = 𝜏wS is the price of the Southern competitive fringe firms
on the Northern market. The price index in the South equals PS ≡ nN pNS + nApAS + nCFpSS,with
pSS = wS being the price of the competitive fringe in the South. Equations (7) and (8) change to

𝜋Nt

r + I − n
= PN

Xt

aI
, (18)

and

𝜋At

r + I + IM − n
− 𝜋Nt

r + I − n
= PS

Xt

aA
. (19)

Of course, as previously the total mass of goods in the world equals one. Adapted prod-
ucts move to the South, innovation moves products to the North or leads to a change in hands
between firms in the North, imitation moves products from an affiliate in the South to the
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competitive fringe also in the South. In steady state the mass of firms leaving the North for the
South should equal the mass of firms going back IAnN = I (nA + nCF) . The group of nA firms
should also remain constant in steady state, meaning that the outflow of firms should equal the
inflow IAnN = (I + IM)nA. Using those two relations with the equation showing that the mass of all
firms equals one, allows me to solve for the values nN = I∕ (IA + I) , also nA = nN IA∕ (I + IM) and
nCF = IMIA∕ ((I + IM) (I + IA)) . More innovation means that more products are produced in the
North, a higher adaptation rate means that more varieties are produced by affiliates in the South
and more imitation increases the share of goods manufactured in the South by the competitive
fringe.

The equation for the flow of people into and out of unemployment (9) remains the same, with
the qualification that demand for labor of a single Northern firm takes into consideration the new
prices and the trade cost DN ≡ dNNtLNt +

Ixt
aI

LNt + 𝜏dNStLSt + 𝜏nN
IAxt
aA

LNt. The equation describing
the Northern labor market (10) remains the same with the updated DN , and as a result so does the
expression for Northern unemployment (11). Unemployment in the North as previously increases
in the innovation and adaptation rates and decreases in the rate at which people find a job. The
population growth rate also puts an upward pressure on Northern unemployment.

Demand for labor for Northern firms is different with trade costs and imitation, but so is
demand for labor for the affiliate of a Northern firm in the South DA ≡ 𝜏dANtLNt + 𝜏

Ixt
aI

LNt +

dAStLSt + nN
IAxt
aA

LNt. There is in addition also the demand for labor of a Southern competitive

fringe firm DCF ≡ 𝜏dSNtLNt + 𝜏
Ixt
aI

LNt + dSStLSt + nN
IAxt
aA

LNt,which I need to describe the Southern
labor market. The dynamics of the group of unemployed individuals in the South changes to

.

US = nLSt + I (nADA + nCFDCF) + IMnADA − 𝛽SUS.

Newly-born household members are unemployed, innovation moves products to the North,
which means that affiliates in the South but also Southern competitive fringe firms cease produc-
tion and lay off their workers. Imitation of adapted products also means unemployment for the
workers of the affiliate firms. The last term shows that the number of the unemployed decreases
by the people who find jobs 𝛽SUS.

The labor equation of the South takes into consideration now the different demand quantities
faced by the different types of firms there:

(1 − uS)LSt = nADA + nCFDCF . (20)

The above two equations give a slightly new Southern unemployment rate, affected not only by
innovation but directly by imitation and the FDI rate:

uS =
n + I + IMnADA

1
LS

n + I + 𝛽S
. (21)

The role of the population growth rate remains unchanged, the rate at which workers find a
job enters the denominator and decreases unemployment. The innovation rate as previously
increases Southern unemployment, but enters also through nA. Given that nA decreases in I, the
role of the innovation rate becomes more ambiguous or at least less strong. The rate of adaptation
increases long-run unemployment in the South and enters through nA, which I have not written
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out for brevity. It is important to note that this direct effect of FDI depends also on the rate of
imitation, since it is imitation that makes affiliates in the South go out of business in favor of
competitive fringe firms which take over production. A larger group of affiliates that face higher
demand for their products means that more Southern workers are exposed to unemployment
through imitation.

3.1 Steady state and the numerical solution

In this section, I present the main results from solving numerically for steady state equilibria of the
model. I set the Southern wage again to be the numeraire, R&D difficulty remains unchanged in
its dependence on Northern population Xt = mLNt. The expression for consumption expenditure
in the North now takes into consideration the fact that Northern firms and their affiliates are no
longer the entire set of producing firms but only part of it

EN = (1 − uN)wN + (r − n) (nN + nA)PN
x
aI
. (22)

The unknown variables are EN , ES, I, IA, uN , uS, and wN , the equations used for the solution are
(18), (19), (10), (11), (20), (21), and (22).

I calculate and report welfare of the Northern ΩN and Southern ΩS consumer, where ΩN ≡

∫
∞

0 e−(𝜌−n)t log(yNt)dt is defined as the discounted present value of expected utility over an infinite
horizon. Some individuals in the North are unemployed, but households redistribute and each
household member enjoys the same utility regardless of whether they work or not. Substituting
for static utility gives the following expression

(𝜌 − n)ΩN =
∫nN+nA

log
(

ENt

𝜏𝜆wS

)
d𝜔 +

∫nCF

log
(

ENt

𝜏wS

)
d𝜔 + I

𝜌 − n
log(𝜆).

Welfare of the Northern consumer depends on consumption of Northern and Southern goods and
is of course influenced also by the quality level of those goods. Simplifying the expression gives

(𝜌 − n)ΩN = log (EN) − log(𝜏) − (nN + nA) log(𝜆) + I
𝜌 − n

log(𝜆).

Welfare in the South can be identically written asΩS ≡ ∫
∞

0 e−(𝜌−n)t log(ySt)dt. In the South welfare
is also a function of the consumption of Northern and Southern goods taking into consideration
their quality level:

(𝜌 − n)ΩS =
∫nN+nA

log
(

ES

𝜆wS

)
d𝜔 +

∫nCF

log
(

ES

wS

)
d𝜔 + I

𝜌 − n
log(𝜆).

Solving the integrals leaves us with the expression

(𝜌 − n)ΩS = log (ESt) − (nN + nA) log(𝜆) + I
𝜌 − n

log(𝜆).

The last variable that I need to find is economic growth, which occurs due to the constant
quality improvement of products. Using the static utility of the individual consumer (1) and
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differentiating with respect to time gives the expression for economic growth g = I log(𝜆), growth
is proportionate to the innovation rate I and the step-size of innovation 𝜆.

The main exercise I focus on is the effect of cheaper FDI (aA ↑) on unemployment and welfare
in the North and in the South, I show the results in Table 1. I also look at stronger IP protection
(IM ↓) and its effect on unemployment, FDI and welfare in Table 2. Table 3 shows what happens
in a steady state with lower trade costs for shipping goods between the North and the South.

The parameters that I work with are in some instances chosen directly to match what is con-
sidered to be standard in the literature, like the real interest rate for instance. In other instances
they form in combination with other parameters a variable for which there is also a consensus in
the literature and which I aim to match. A good example of the latter case is the economic growth
rate, which is a function of the innovation rate I and the step size of innovation 𝜆. In my choice
of m, aI , and 𝜆, I make sure the model generates values for the growth rate close to 2% annually,
considering that one takes the time from t = 0 to t = 1 in the model to represent 1 year.

The step-size of innovation which I set at 𝜆 = 1.7 determines along with the Northern wage
the markup of Northern producers in the North 𝜆𝜏

wN
. The markup is between 53% and 79% and

within range of what is reported in Morrison (1990). I also check whether the results of FDI lib-
eralization change for a much lower step-size of innovation (𝜆 = 1.35) and find that they do not.
The technology parameter m = 8 is important for determining relative R&D difficulty, but along
with aI = 1 affects the innovation rate I. Given the step-size of innovation I chose such values
for m and aI , so that I arrive at annual economic growth rates g = I log(𝜆) close to 2%, which is
the relevant number for the US for the period 1950–1994 according to Jones (2005). The instanta-
neous probability of a Northerner to find a job is 𝛽N = 1 and of the Southerner 𝛽S = 1, I have made
this choice in order to arrive at reasonable unemployment rates in the two regions. Population
growth is n = 0.018 and corresponds to the world population growth rate in the 1980s according
to Kremer (1993). McGrattan and Prescott (2005) report a real interest rate of 4%, which is why

T A B L E 1 Liberalizing FDI

LS∕LN = 1 LS∕LN = 2

aA = 5 aA = 10 aA = 20 aA = 100 aA = 5 aA = 10 aA = 20 aA = 100

I 0.0272 0.0324 0.0353 0.0378 0.0553 0.0621 0.0659 0.0691

g 0.0145 0.0172 0.0187 0.0201 0.0293 0.0330 0.0350 0.0367

IA 0.0211 0.0258 0.0284 0.0307 0.1058 0.1211 0.1297 0.1371

uN 0.0622 0.0708 0.0755 0.0796 0.1519 0.1675 0.1760 0.1832

uS 0.0517 0.0571 0.0601 0.0626 0.0793 0.0855 0.0889 0.0918

EN 1.5186 1.4746 1.4498 1.4285 1.3064 1.2618 1.2371 1.2161

ES 0.9623 0.9505 0.9439 0.9382 0.9341 0.9214 0.9146 0.9089

wN 1.3310 1.2881 1.2641 1.2434 1.2160 1.1778 1.1563 1.1378

WelfareN 20.9005 24.8807 27.0961 28.9905 44.5704 50.1505 53.2399 55.8744

WelfareS 8.4475 13.2066 15.8742 18.1685 37.6094 44.1501 47.7999 50.9288

nN 0.5635 0.5574 0.5545 0.5523 0.3432 0.3390 0.3369 0.3352

nA 0.2517 0.2738 0.2845 0.2928 0.4823 0.5000 0.5087 0.5156

nCF 0.1848 0.1688 0.1610 0.1549 0.1745 0.1610 0.1544 0.1492
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T A B L E 2 Increasing IP rights protection, and FDI liberalization under more strict IP rights

LS∕LN = 1 LS∕LN = 2
IM = 0.02 IM = 0.01 IM = 0.02 IM = 0.01,

aA = 5
IM = 0.01,
aA = 100

I 0.0272 0.0372 0.0553 0.0648 0.0785

g 0.0145 0.0198 0.0293 0.0344 0.0416

IA 0.0211 0.0326 0.1058 0.1359 0.1684

uN 0.0622 0.0807 0.1519 0.1795 0.2094

uS 0.0517 0.0586 0.0793 0.0833 0.0949

EN 1.5186 1.4540 1.3064 1.2656 1.1747

ES 0.9623 0.9625 0.9341 0.9336 0.9060

wN 1.3310 1.2440 1.2160 1.1593 1.0801

Welfare N 20.9005 27.8210 44.5704 51.5397 62.7960

Welfare S 8.4475 17.3543 37.6094 45.9952 59.2746

nN 0.5635 0.5334 0.3432 0.3229 0.3178

nA 0.2517 0.3678 0.4823 0.5866 0.6051

nCF 0.1848 0.0988 0.1745 0.0905 0.0771

I set 𝜌 = r = 0.04. I set the iceberg trade cost at 𝜏 = 1.2 and keep it fixed throughout. The imita-
tion rate is IM = 0.02, which means that a product manufactured by a subsidiary in the South is
imitated successfully on average after 50 years. This of course is the case if one treats the time
difference between t = 0 and t = 1 as 1 year.

The first exercise in Table 1 describes FDI liberalization, the variable that changes is the adap-
tation parameter aA, and it moves from aA = 5 to aA = 100. I explore in the context of two different
relative sizes of the South, first is the case where the South equals in population the North, in the
second case I look at a South twice as large as the North.

Increasing aA ↑ makes product adaptation cheaper and therefore increases the FDI rate IA.

This moves production to the South and decreases the Northern wage wN , which in turn trans-
lates into higher markups and profits of Northern firms. Higher profits of Northern firms in turn
imply that follower firms doing R&D have more to gain if they are successful and they step up
their efforts and innovate more. Looking at the Northern expression for unemployment (11) it is
obvious that higher I and IA will unambiguously increase the unemployment rate uN . Similarly in
the South unemployment uS (13) increases as well, where both increasing innovation and adap-
tation act positively on unemployment. Adaptation IA enters through the mass of affiliates in the
South nA,which is positively related to the adaptation rate IA. FDI does not lead just to jobs mov-
ing from the North to the South, this is a static story. In the long run, FDI is part of a creative
destruction process, if this process becomes more intensive it increases unemployment both in
the North and in the South.

The connection between welfare and FDI is less straightforward, ultimately higher unem-
ployment both in the North and in the South would mean fewer goods are produced and
consumed. If one looks at the expression for Northern consumption expenditure (22), one can
see that it decreases in the unemployment rate. A similar expression can be found for Southern
consumption expenditure and indeed in Table 1, cheaper FDI leads to lower EN and ES.
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T A B L E 3 Trade liberalization, and FDI liberalization under free trade

LS∕LN = 1 LS∕LN = 2
𝝉 = 1.2 𝝉 = 1 𝝉 = 1.2 𝝉 = 1,

aA = 5
𝝉 = 1,
aA = 100

I 0.0272 0.0363 0.0553 0.0696 0.0875

g 0.0145 0.0193 0.0293 0.0369 0.0464

IA 0.0211 0.0307 0.1058 0.1389 0.1846

uN 0.0622 0.0784 0.1519 0.1847 0.2249

uS 0.0517 0.0610 0.0793 0.0922 0.1075

EN 1.5186 1.4002 1.3064 1.2348 1.1113

ES 0.9623 0.9555 0.9341 0.9224 0.8933

wN 1.3310 1.2657 1.2160 1.2212 1.1139

Welfare N 20.9005 34.8844 44.5704 65.3545 79.6797

Welfare S 8.4475 17.5147 37.6094 52.0943 69.7523

nN 0.5635 0.5413 0.3432 0.3338 0.3217

nA 0.2517 0.2957 0.4823 0.5175 0.5521

nCF 0.1848 0.1630 0.1745 0.1487 0.1262

The share of Southern competitive fringe firms nCF decreases with a higher IA, which means
that more of the product varieties are sold by monopolists who charge a markup. Higher prices to
consumers decrease welfare in both countries. What acts positively on the levels of welfare is the
higher innovation rate, which leads to higher qualities of the goods being available on the market.
In the specifications that I look at, the effect of higher innovation dominates and Northern and
Southern welfare both increases with cheaper FDI.

As a robustness check I look at FDI liberalization also for lower values of the step-size of
innovation 𝜆, this leads also to lower markups. The markup of Northern leaders from exporting
to the South is 𝜆 − 𝜏wN . The optimal price from selling in the South is the step-size of innovation
𝜆 multiplied by the marginal cost of the most efficient producer of the one-step-lower quality
level of the same product, in this case the competitive fringe in the South producing at wS = 1 per
unit. The marginal cost of producing in the North and shipping to the South on the other hand
equals 𝜏wN . In finding a lower 𝜆 I need to keep in mind that for exporting from the North to the
South to be profitable the markup 𝜆 − 𝜏wN has to be positive. Reducing 𝜆 reduces wN , so I repeat
the exercise in Table 1 for a lower step-size of innovation 𝜆 = 1.35. I work with LS∕LN = 2 which
allows for a larger reduction in 𝜆, since for LS∕LN = 1 the Northern wage is higher according to
Table 1. The results do not change, FDI liberalization still increases unemployment and welfare
both in the North and in the South. For brevity I abstain from showing the results in an additional
table.

In the next Table 2, I show the effects of IP rights protection IM ↓ (the imitation rate decreases
from IM = 0.02 to IM = 0.01) while I hold aA = 5 fixed. Lower imitation increases the incentive of
Northern firms to adapt their products to Southern manufacturing, since then firms can expect a
longer incumbency there, so the FDI rate increases IA ↑ . The higher FDI rate moves production
to the South and suppresses the Northern wage, this means that markups and profits of Northern
firms are higher. Innovating firms have a greater incentive to invest in the R&D process if the
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expected gains are larger, this can be seen in the Northern R&D condition (18). The innovation
rate goes up I ↑, which automatically means also that economic growth increases.14

Increasing innovation and adaptation unambiguously increase the Northern unemployment
rate uN ↑, the imitation rate does not enter the expression for Northern unemployment (11). The
effect on Southern unemployment is on the other hand not unambiguous, since the imitation rate
enters directly into the expression for unemployment (13). Lower IM decreases Southern unem-
ployment, higher I and IA on the other hand act in the opposite direction and increase it: in the
numerical specification which I have chosen the overall effect of IP rights protection is to increase
unemployment in the South as well.

Despite the fact that IP protection decreases the mass of competitive fringe firms nCF and
therefore the set of goods sold at a low price, despite also the fact that unemployment rates in
both regions increase, the welfare levels in the North and in the South increase. This is again due
to the higher innovation rate and ultimately the availability of product varieties of higher quality
in both markets.

The Trade-Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) agreement, which is part of the World
Trade Organization (WTO) set of rules established a standard of IP protection for all WTO mem-
bers. The developed countries (the North) already had established higher IP protection standards,
the developing countries (the South), on the other hand, were more likely to have to make adjust-
ments in order to comply. This initiated a debate whether the more strict IP protection rules
benefit only the North at the expense of the South or if the South would also gain. The dynamic
aspect, namely how IP protection affects innovation and technology transfer to the South, is found
to be key when studying welfare in this context. Helpman (1993) shows that lower imitation in
the South leads to a lower innovation rate. Dinopoulos and Segerstrom (2010) find, on the other
hand, that in the presence of costly FDI lower imitation leads to higher innovation. Although
there are other dynamic North–South models with IP rights protection and unemployment like
the ones in Arnold (2001) and Stepanok (2018), unemployment itself is largely absent from the
debate. In the current model with costly FDI, stronger IP protection leads to higher innovation as
in Dinopoulos and Segerstrom (2010) and Gustafsson and Segerstrom (2011).15 The welfare gain
for consumers for having access to higher quality products largely offsets the lower per-capita
consumption associated with higher steady state unemployment, the overall effect of more strict
IP protection on welfare is positive.

In the last column six of Table 2 I check how FDI liberalization (an increase in aE from 5 to 100)
affects unemployment in a setting with higher IPR protection, namely with the lower imitation
rate IM = 0.01. The unemployment rates and welfare in both the North and the South increase
similar to the exercises in Table 1. What is notable however is that the change in the unemploy-
ment rates both in the North and the South is lower in the setting with higher IP protection.
Increasing the adaptation parameter aA from 5 to a 100 leads to a 16.6% increase in the Northern
and 13.9% increase in the Southern unemployment rates (see Table 2, columns five and six). For
the lower IP protection case (Table 1, comparing columns six and nine) the Northern unemploy-
ment rate increases as a result of the same increase in aA by 20.6% and the Southern one by 15.7%.
This comes mainly through the lower increase in the innovation rate, 21.1% when IP protection is
strong (IM = 0.01 in Table 2), versus 24.2% when IPR protection is weaker (IM = 0.02 in Table 1).
Additionally it can be seen in the expression for Southern unemployment (21) that the imitation
rate enters directly multiplied by the share of FDI firms producing in the South nA = IA∕(I + IA)
(and also by demand for the products of those firms). An increase in IA increases the share of those
firms and also Southern unemployment uS. When that share is multiplied by a lower imitation
rate however, then the increase in Southern unemployment through that channel is smaller.
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As a last exercise I look at a reduction of the iceberg trade cost from 𝜏 = 1.2 to the free trade
level at 𝜏 = 1. The imitation rate is at IM = 0.02 and the adaptation parameter is set at aA = 5. The
markup of Northern producers from selling in the North 𝜆𝜏 − wN decreases when 𝜏 decreases,
whereas the markup from exporting to the South 𝜆 − 𝜏wN increases. This holds with the current
parameters, keeping in mind that the wage wN is endogenous and can both increase or decrease
as a result of trade liberalization. Roughly speaking, for a relatively large South compared to the
North, world profits of Northern patent-holding firms increase when trade costs go down. This
leads to a higher incentive to innovate and therefore also to the higher innovation rate in steady
state I.16 This in turn, supported also by the higher adaptation rate IA, leads to the higher unem-
ployment rates both in the North and in the South due to the more intensive creative destruction
process (firm turnover). The availability of products of higher quality contributes to the signifi-
cantly higher welfare levels in both regions as a result of trade liberalization despite the higher
unemployment rates and lower levels of consumption expenditure. The calculations presented in
columns two through five in Table 3 are carried out with aA = 5. In column five I keep the ice-
berg trade cost at 𝜏 = 1 but increase aA to 100 to see whether the effect of FDI liberalization looks
different with a lower iceberg trade cost. This does not seem to be the case, with free trade FDI
liberalization leading again to higher unemployment and welfare in both regions.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper I build an asymmetric country model of endogenous growth driven by vertical inno-
vation that features unemployment in the North and in the South. I focus on two exercises, FDI
liberalization and IP rights protection and look at how unemployment and welfare in the North
and in the South are affected. More FDI leads to higher unemployment rates both in the North
and in the South and increases the welfare of consumers in both countries. Stronger IP protection
also increases unemployment and welfare in the North and in the South.

To the extent to which firm turnover contributes to unemployment, it should be kept in mind
that policies that enhance innovation and ultimately welfare like FDI liberalization and IP protec-
tion in the current model, are ultimately not unambiguous. Welfare increases but is accompanied
by higher unemployment, which means that some groups of individuals might gain and others
lose or gain less.
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ENDNOTES
1 Harding and Javorcik (2011) offer an analysis of investment promotion practices and effects on job creation in

host countries.
2 Another important channel for how growth affects unemployment is the capitalization effect, or the growth

rate of a firm’s returns. Higher growth of earnings increases the present value of the firm and encourages firm
entry thus leading to lower unemployment (Pissarides, 2000). In the model presented here firm’s earnings grow
with the aggregate growth of consumption, which in turn happens at the population growth rate. The model
combines both the capitalization and the creative destruction effects.

3 Branstetter (2006) provides evidence of FDI being an important channel for international knowledge transfer.
In my model this happens through the availability of higher quality levels of existing consumption goods, but
one can also model knowledge spillovers to appear through firm productivity.

4 The model is limited to the extent to which it features only outgoing FDI in the North and incoming FDI in the
South, it does not look at North-North or South-South FDI.

5 In the version of the model without imitation, FDI has only an indirect effect on Southern unemployment.
6 There are definitions of offshoring where the intermediate input can come from an entity outside the firm. Hum-

mels et al. (2014) define the offshoring activity of domestic manufacturing firms as the usage of imported inputs,
those most likely originate from other companies abroad and not necessarily from affiliates. Grossman and
Rossi-Hansberg (2008) define offshoring as tasks performed abroad, which could come both from a subsidiary
or a foreign supplier.

7 O’Donoghue et al. (1998) look at patent breadth and differentiate between protection from imitation and pro-
tection from subsequent innovation. Under IP protection in the current paper I focus on the protection from
imitation.

8 In Stepanok (2016) I build a North-North model of trade and unemployment where I endogenize the duration
of unemployment and show how the results change compared to the ones in Sener (2001).

9 This exogenous individual job finding rate along with firms being able to hire instantaneously is the simplified
labor market mechanism used in Arnold (2002). Every time a worker is laid off in a sense they exit the labor
market and reenter after a given period of time. It is of course possible to endogenize the job finding rate and work
with a standard matching function in order to be closer to the usual search and matching approach. The added
complexity would mean however that there would be no analytical solution. Keep in mid that in the current
setup both job creation and job destruction are endogenous and depend on the rates of innovation, adaptation
and imitation that are responsible for firm entry and exit.

10 One can equally work with an R&D function similar in form to the utility function, the choice of the Leontief
function offers algebraic convenience. The main point is that demand for a single product variety relative to
other varieties is identical for the R&D processes (innovation and adaptation) and for consumption.

11 This is not the only way one can simplify the labor market interactions in the R&D sector. Sener (2001) and
Guichard and Stepanok (2021) work with search unemployment in endogenous growth models, where R&D
is done only with skilled labor and skilled workers are never unemployed. The approach is justified by the
evidence that in many countries skilled individuals suffer usually from lower unemployment rates than low
skilled ones.

12 One can of course take another approach to how the scale effect is removed and define R&D difficulty to grow
with the quality level of products as in Dinopoulos and Segerstrom (2010) or with the amount of previous invest-
ment in innovation as in Segerstrom (1998). The model would then be semi-endogenous and the innovation
rate would be independent of policy variables in steady state. If this were the case, then zero imitation would
imply that Southern unemployment is not affected by the cost of FDI, as can be seen in Equation (13). Northern
unemployment would increase in IA, which directly enters the unemployment expression in (11). In the more
general case with positive imitation there would be only the direct effect of FDI on unemployment. Cheaper
FDI would lead to higher unemployment rates in both countries as depicted in Equations (11) and (21).

13 It is not feasible to explore out-of-steady-state behavior of the model analytically due to the country asymmetry
combined with unemployment and the endogenous FDI process.

14 In Helpman (1993) it is shown that higher imitation leads to higher innovation in the long run 𝜕I
𝜕IM

> 0, this is
the case because the higher imitation rate moves production to the cheaper South and frees up resources in the
North which can be used for innovation. The relation between innovation and imitation reverses once one adds
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costly FDI as shown in Dinopoulos and Segerstrom (2010). Given that FDI is costly in the current model, 𝜕I
𝜕IM

< 0
holds. In this context it is important to mention the model in Arnold (2002) where the connection between
imitation and innovation depends on the flexibility of the labor market. Arnold (2002) builds a North–South
growth model without FDI, with an exogenously given probability for unemployed workers in the North to
find a job. For high values of this probability the relation between imitation and innovation is positive as in
Helpman (1993), for low values or in other words for less flexible labor markets the relation turns negative.

15 The models in both papers are semi-endogenous, which means that IP protection leads to a temporary increase
in the innovation rate. The model in the current paper is fully-endogenous and the innovation and growth rates
increase permanently as a result of lower imitation.

16 Guichard and Stepanok (2021) show in a North-South model without FDI and with unemployment only in the
North, that with a similar markup structure and a large enough North trade liberalization leads to lower overall
(Northern) firm profits, lower innovation and therefore also lower unemployment rates in the North.
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